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Chief Data Officer, Stealth Mode Startup 
Our client, a stealth mode startup within the cannabis community funded by several highly recognizable names in both general and 
cannabis-specific VC, seeks a highly experienced, hands-on executive with deep quantitative knowledge to head the venture’s data 
science efforts as its CDO.  
  

The client: 
While the investors in the client are recognizable names, the client’s offering is not; suffice to say the concept is new, innovative, 
executable, while the path to profitability is clearly delineated and perceived by the client (and its investors) as highly achievable – 
provided the right team is in place. Nothing like the offering publicly exists in the cannabis space as yet. 
 
That team will be lead in large part by the Chief Data Officer (CDO).  
  

The opportunity: 
Our client seeks a CDO to help them analyze and leverage potentially large user and third party data, both structured and 
unstructured, to seek and exploit opportunities for growth while proactively identifying and solving complex business problems 
using a variety of tools ranging from Hadoop, NoSQL and next generation data warehouses for unstructured data and SAS and SQL 
for structured data.  Daily data is potentially massive – a peak tens to low hundreds of millions of new datapoints daily is anticipated 
over a 5 year period.  
  
Structure of the position is largely open and currently flat -- the client is looking for a “10X” type who can function with initially 
limited resources, and who has built teams managing massively large data sets of structured and unstructured data – from the data 
science side, the analytics side and the data engineering side. Additionally, the CDO must have exceptional in-person poise and 
confidence in order to present and defend findings and capabilities internally as well as externally at public and investor events. It 
is envisioned that the CDO may become something of a thought leader in the medical and recreational cannabis space, speaking 
at industry events like NCIA, MJBE, investor groups, etc.  
  

Requirements: 
• A Master's (minimally) or PhD in a quantitative field with very strong use of technology tools for managing massive data 

sets, ideally in a data science related discipline like machine learning, but will also consider physics, mathematics, statistics, 
meteorology or any appropriate discipline enabling the application of higher order mathematics to data analysis. 

 
• 10 or more years of directly relevant experience leading large scale data science efforts; while direct cannabis industry 

experience would be a huge plus (either at a large producer or retailer), it is not required. High preference for agribusiness, 
agritech, biopharma or even consumer products industry experience, or technology/consulting companies supporting one 
of those industries.  

 
• Must have built and managed staff but also have a high degree of self-sufficiency while the team grows. 

 
• Presentation skill is essential -- the ability to create and deliver compelling calls to action and updates both in person and 

via web conferences to audiences ranging from a handful to hundreds.  That also means high levels of verbal acuity and 
strong command of written English, in addition to persuasive communication skills. 

 
• Client offers large company benefits and a potentially lucrative compensation package. Unfortunately, the client has indicated that 

H1-B visa holders cannot be considered for this role. 
 
Location: West Coast 
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